
Dexter 360TM32

Dexter 360™ series knives are manufactured in Massachusetts with American-made steel
and over 200 years of know-how.

Dexter hollow-ground blades are extremely sharp and easily re-sharpened.

Hand honed to 
the ultimate edge

American stain-free, 
high-carbon steel for 
enhanced sharpness, 
superior edge holding, 
and corrosion resistance

NSF certified to 
meet health code 
standards

Impervious seal of 
blade to handle for 
utmost sanitation 
and durability

Ergonomically shaped handle 
is a combination of durable 
polypropylene and slip-resistant 
Santoprene®

Color coded to facilitate 
participation in food 
safety programs

Dexter 360
TM

Superior blade shape 
for easy slicing

Protective 
finger guard

Hollow ground blade 
for super-sharp, easily 
restored edges

dexter1818.com 33

36000R S360-3½R-PCP 31⁄2" paring knife, red handle

36005Y S360-8Y-PCP 8" cook's knife, yellow handle

36010R S360-12R-PCP 12" slicer, red handle

36011 S360-12SC-PCP ♦ 12" scalloped slicer, 

  black handle

36006P S360-10P-PCP 10" cook's knife, purple handle

36001C S360-6NC-PCP 6" narrow, stiff boning knife,

  blue handle

36002Y S360-6FY-PCP 6” narrow flex. boning knife,

  yellow handle

36007 S360-8SC-PCP ♦ 8” scalloped bread knife, 

  black handle

36008P S360-9SCP-PCP 9” scalloped offset slicer,

  purple handle

Paring/Utility Knives 

Boning Knife 

Bread Knives 

Cook's Knives 

Slicers

Knives with colored handles help facilitate compliance with food safety programs.  Dexter 360™ series knives 
offer 6 different colors that allow the user to assign a knife to a particular person, operation, or food group, 

helping to reduce risk and reinforce prevention.

Suggested Color Use:

36004G S360-7G-PCP 7" Santoku knife, green handle

Santoku Knife 

36003G S360-5SCG-PCP 5” scalloped utility  knife,

  green handle

Fruits/
Vegetables

Raw 
Meat

General Fish Allergen
Free

Poultry

C G P R Y

♦  Items come standard with black handles. For colors include color 
code suffix when ordering.
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